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Mechanism of signal sequence handover from NAC to
SRP on ribosomes during ER-protein targeting
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The nascent polypeptide–associated complex (NAC) interacts with newly synthesized proteins at the
ribosomal tunnel exit and competes with the signal recognition particle (SRP) to prevent mistargeting of
cytosolic and mitochondrial polypeptides to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). How NAC antagonizes SRP
and how this is overcome by ER targeting signals are unknown. Here, we found that NAC uses two
domains with opposing effects to control SRP access. The core globular domain prevented SRP from
binding to signal-less ribosomes, whereas a flexibly attached domain transiently captured SRP to permit
scanning of nascent chains. The emergence of an ER-targeting signal destabilized NAC’s globular
domain and facilitated SRP access to the nascent chain. These findings elucidate how NAC hands over
the signal sequence to SRP and imparts specificity of protein localization.

L
ocalization of nascent proteins to the ap-
propriate organelle is essential for cell
function and homeostasis. The accuracy
of cotranslational targeting to the en-
doplasmic reticulum (ER) relies on two

ribosome-binding factors. Signal recognition
particle (SRP) uses its M domain to engage
hydrophobic ER-targeting signals as they em-
erge from the ribosomal tunnel and delivers
the ribosome-nascent chain complex (RNC) to
the SRP receptor (SR) at the ER membrane
using its GTPase (NG) domain (1–4). SRP is far
less abundant than ribosomes in the cell and
has high affinity for all ribosomes. Thus, its ac-
cess must be regulated to selectively target ribo-
somes displaying the ER signal sequence (5–7).
The nascent polypeptide–associated complex
(NAC) (composed of NACa and NACb) pre-
vents SRP from promiscuously targeting ribo-
somes without an ER-targeting signal (8–12).
NAC consists of a central globular domain
from which flexible N- and C-terminal tails
extend (13–15). Cross-linking studies have sug-
gested that the N-terminal tails are used for
a range of interactions and participate in ribo-
some binding (16, 17). The function of the
C-terminal tails, including a conserved ubiquitin-
associated domain (UBA) in NACa, is unknown.
NAC and SRP share overlapping ribosome-
binding sites, whichmay give rise to their antag-
onism (16). However, biochemical experiments

have shown that NAC and SRP bind simul-
taneously to RNCs translating ER proteins
(9, 11, 12), suggesting that there is a handoff
intermediate in the poorly understood NAC-to-
SRP exchange reaction. Thus, we set out to ex-
plain howNACbinds the ribosome to prevent
SRP access and how this inhibition is prefer-
entially overcome for ER-targeting signals.

Structures of NAC in complex with
translating ribosome

We reconstituted in vitro a reaction with signal-
containing RNC (RNCSS) mixed with both
NAC and SRP and analyzed the complexes
formed using cryo–electron microscopy (cryo-
EM) (fig. S1). This reaction was likely to con-
tain intermediates at critical steps of cargo
recognition and handover, which could be de-
convoluted by in silico classification. We re-
solved two complexes within the particles, a
pre-cargo handoverRNCss•NACcomplex, which
we will discuss first, and a ternary post-cargo
handover RNCss•NAC•SRP complex, which
is discussed later.
The structure of the RNCSS•NAC complex

was similar to the RNC•NAC structure ob-
tained from reanalysis of an RNC interme-
diate during translation of the cytosolic protein
tubulin (TUBB) (figs. S2 and S3), onwhichNAC
copurified (18). This suggests that NAC initial-
ly engages both signal-containing and signal-
lacking RNCs but would be expected to hand
over to SRP only in the presence of an ER sig-
nal sequence.
The structure of the RNCss•NAC complex

(Fig. 1, A to D and G) revealed the interactions
between the N-terminal tail of NACb and the
ribosome at 3.5 Å resolution (Fig. 1C and fig.
S4). The tail, containing an RRKKK motif,
formed an a-helix followed by a loop in an

anchor-shaped turn wrapping around eL22
while also contacting eL19 and the ribosomal
RNA (rRNA) (Fig. 1C and fig. S4). The struc-
ture rationalizes the key role of this domain
in ribosome binding established previously
(16, 17, 19). To validate the role of this tail as an
anchor to the ribosome, we measured NAC-
ribosome binding affinity using Förster reso-
nance energy transfer (FRET) between a donor
dye placed near the signal sequence on the
nascent chain and an acceptor dye placed on
NAC. Pointmutations of the NAC tail weakened
NAC-RNC binding by 10- to 40-fold (Fig. 1, E
and F), consistent with its important role in
ribosome binding.
The globular domain of NAC was resolved

to ~8 Å resolution, which allowed rigid-body
fitting of an AlphaFold-predicted structure
(20) (Fig. 1, A and B, and fig. S5). On the basis
of this interpretation, two positively charged
a-helices contributed by both NAC subunits
contacted rRNA on the surface of the ribo-
some (Fig. 1G and fig. S5). Charge reversal mu-
tations of a positively charged residue in each
helix (K78E-NACa or K43E-NACb) weakened
ribosome binding of NAC in vitro (fig. S6A)
and in vivo (fig. S6B).
The binding site of the NAC globular domain

overlappedwith that of the SRPMdomain and
was mutually exclusive with SRP binding (Fig.
1G and fig. S6C) (3, 4), consistent with a low-
resolution cryo-EM map of NAC in complex
with inactive ribosomes (16). This finding sug-
gests thatNAC interaction at the ribosome exit
site is the basis of SRP inhibition. In agree-
mentwith this hypothesis, a ribosome-binding
mutant in the globular domain (K78E-NACa
combined with K43E-NACb, named NAC KK-
EE)was impaired in its ability to competewith
SRP binding in vitro (Fig. 1H). The residual
binding of NAC KK-EE to the ribosome is like-
ly mediated by the N terminus of NACb, the
position of which would not interfere with
SRP binding (fig. S6C).
The corresponding NAC KK-EE mutations

in Caenorhabditis elegans showed reduced com-
petition of SRP binding by NAC, as shown by
elevated levels of ribosome-bound SRP (Fig. 1I
and fig. S6D), as well as increased recovery of
mRNAs coding for non-ER proteins in SRP pull-
downs (fig. S6E). The reduction in SRP compe-
tition correlatedwith elevated levels of a green
fluorescent protein (GFP) reporter of ER stress
driven by the hsp-4 promoter (hsp-4p::GFP) (21),
particularly in highly secretory intestinal cells
(fig. S6F).Moreover, worms expressingmutant
NAC showed reduced embryonic viability (fig.
S6G) and a shortened adult life span (fig. S6H).

NAC is destabilized by ER signal sequences,
allowing access of SRP to the ribosome exit

SRP antagonismbyNACmust be relievedwhen
an ER-targeting signal emerges from the ribo-
some. One possible explanation for this is that
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Fig. 1. Structure of the ribosome•NAC complex reveals interactions
between the NAC globular and anchor domains with the nascent
chain and the ribosome. (A) Cryo-EM structure of the RNCss•NAC complex.
Boxed region indicates the magnified region shown in (B). (B) Closeup
of the ribosome tunnel exit region. NACb is colored green and NACa is
colored orange. Anchor and globular domains of NAC are indicated.
(C) Closeup of the N terminus of NACb fitted into cryo-EM densities shown
as mesh. Ribosomal protein eL22 is shown as a blue cartoon ribbon.
(D) Schematic of the RNC•NAC complex with a domain structure of NAC.
(E) Equilibrium titrations to measure the binding of the indicated NAC
mutants to RNCSS. The fluorescence signal changes were normalized to
the end point of each titration for comparison. The lines are fits of the data
to Equation 2. (F) Summary of the dissociation constant (Kd) values from

(E). (G) Closeup of the NAC globular domain highlighting the two antiparallel
a-helices, with residues K78 (NACa) and K43 (NACb) shown as spheres
(blue) interacting with the backbone of the rRNA (red). Dashed line indicates
the flexible nascent chain (NC, magenta). (H) Crude cellular RNCs were
incubated with purified NAC proteins and pelleted by sucrose cushion
centrifugation. Proteins were detected by immunoblotting. (I) Sucrose
cushion centrifugation of ribosomes in C. elegans expressing the indicated
NAC variants and GFP-tagged SRP72. Proteins in the pellet fraction were
detected by immunoblotting. (J) Summary of the Kd values of NAC R27A
for RNCs displaying the nascent chains of GPI (cytosolic), HSPD1
(mitochondrial), and HSPA5 (ER) at the indicated nascent chain lengths.
Kd values were from analysis of the data shown in fig. S8, C and D. Error
bars are covariances of the fitted Kd values.
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hydrophobic ER-targeting signals somehow
weaken the interaction between the NAC glob-
ular domain and the ribosome to allow SRP
access. To test this, we compared the affinity of
NAC for RNCs displaying either an ER signal
sequence (RNCSS) or a mutated signal sequence
that inhibits ER targeting (RNCSSmt) (fig. S7)
(7). Because the NACb anchor tail would mask
the affinity differences, we performed FRET
measurements with NAC mutants with a dis-
rupted RRKKK motif. These mutants, NAC-
R27A and NAC-K29A, bound to RNCSS with
~3.5-fold and ~5-fold weaker affinity, respec-
tively, comparedwithRNCSSmt (fig. S8, A andB).
We then measured NAC binding to puri-

fied RNCs bearing ER, cytosolic, andmitochon-
drial nascent chains (HSPA5, GPI, andHSPD1,
respectively) stalled at residue 60, exposing
short N-terminal sequences (~30 amino acids)
at the tunnel exit (fig. S7). In agreement with
our hypothesis, NAC R27A bound 5-fold more
weakly to RNCHSPA5 exposing an ER signal
sequence than to RNCGPI and RNCHSPD1 (Fig.
1J and fig. S8, C and D).
We repeated the binding measurements

with purified RNCs bearing an ER signal se-
quence at nascent chain lengths of 30, 40, and
60 amino acids (Fig. 1J and fig. S8, C and D).
NAC showed the strongest interaction with

the ribosomewhen the signal sequence was in
the tunnel (30 and 40 amino acids), and bind-
ing was weakened by >10-fold when the ER
signal peptide was exposed (60 amino acids).
Thus, the emergence of a hydrophobic signal
peptide, but not another type of nascent chain,
weakens the interaction of the NAC globular
domain with the ribosome.
We then investigated the role of the two

ribosome-binding antiparallel helices that
dock the globular domain on the ribosome in
proximity to the emerging nascent chain. The
helices are amphipathic and orient the posi-
tively charged side toward the ribosome sur-
face, whereas the hydrophobic side contributes
to a buried hydrophobic pocket (fig. S5). These
helices were sensitive to proteolysis when hu-
man NAC was subjected to crystallization (15),
suggesting that they are flexibly disposed in
solution but are apparently stabilized in the
ribosome-boundstate. To test this,we engineered
two cysteines in the helices such that they would
be apposed to each other in the ribosome-bound
NAC structure. Consistent with our hypothesis,
the engineered cysteines formedadisulfidebond
after oxidant treatment only in the presence of
the ribosome (Fig. 2A and fig. S9).
To investigate whether the emergence of

the signaling peptides may destabilize and

release the globular domain of NAC from the
ribosome (Fig. 2B), we incorporated photo-
cross-linking probes both inside and outside
the hydrophobic pocket (Fig. 2B) and tested
their proximity to nascent chains coding for a
cytosolic, mitochondrial, or ER protein. NAC
variants carrying the probe within the hydro-
phobic pocket (e.g., NACa-I121) cross-linked
to ER targeting signals (Fig. 2C and fig. S10, A
to C). Cross-linking was dependent on nascent
chain length and was only seen once the tar-
geting signal was fully exposed outside the exit
tunnel (fig. S10A). Cross-linkingwas prevented
when the helices were covalently linked by di-
sulfide bond formation, demonstrating that
destabilization of the NAC globular domain by
the ER signal peptide requires separation of the
helices (Fig. 2D). Furthermore, cross-linking to
the pocket residues NACa-I121 and NACb-L48,
but not the less buried NACa-M80, was modu-
latedby changing targeting signal hydrophobicity
(fig. S10D). MutatingM80 to serine impaired
nascent chain photo-cross-linking to NACa-
I121 (Fig. 2E), which suggests that this residue
also contributes to nascent chain sensing.
These results indicate that an ER signal se-

quence destabilizes the NAC globular domain.
The NACb N-terminal tail remains anchored to
the ribosomal surface regardless of the nascent
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Fig. 2. ER signal sequences are sensed by the ribosome-binding helices of
NAC. (A) NAC’s ribosome-binding helices showing the positions of pairwise
cysteine mutants tested for disulfide bond formation. Side chains shown are
based on AlphaFold prediction. Dashed lines indicate pairs sufficiently close to
form a disulfide bond revealed by immunoblotting (right panel) in the presence of
inactive 80S ribosomes. (B) Residues contributing to the hydrophobic pocket
between the two a-helices of NAC (purple). The right side shows a model where
ribosome dissociation leads to separation of the helices, thereby exposing a
hydrophobic pocket. (C) Autoradiograph of photo-cross-linking of Bpa-NAC

variants to stalled RNCs carrying 50–amino acid S35-labeled nascent chains of
cytosolic GPI (left) or a GPI fusion protein containing the N-terminal signal
peptide of HSPA5 (right). The positions of the tRNA-attached nascent chain
(NC-tRNA) and its cross-links to NACa and NACb are indicated. Asterisk
indicates a position outside the hydrophobic region. (D) Autoradiograph of photo-
cross-linking of the aC75-bC51 cysteine variant carrying Bpa at a-I121 to
HSPA5-RNCs (55 amino acids), performed in the reduced (red.) and oxidized
(ox.) state. (E) Autoradiograph and immunoblotting of 55–amino acid HSPA5-
RNC photo-cross-linking of the indicated a-I121 Bpa-NAC variants.
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chain, as evidenced by cross-linking between
a residue in the NACb anchor and the ribo-
somal protein eL22, whereas a probe in the N
terminus of NACa changed its location only
for the ER substrate (fig. S11). Combined, these
results suggest that NAC interactions with the
ribosome are remodeled as the signal peptide
emerges from the ribosome tunnel.

Flexibly tethered UBA domain of NAC recruits SRP

The cryo-EM data on RNCSS mixed with both
NAC and SRP also allowed us to visualize the
complex with NAC and SRP simultaneously

bound to the ribosome (RNCss•NAC•SRP)
(Fig. 3A and figs. S1 and S12). The confor-
mation of SRP in the ternary complex was
similar to that of previously observed SRP-
ribosome complexes (3, 4). The density for
the NACb anchor was observed in a similar
position as in the RNC•NAC complexes (fig.
S12C). However, the globular domain of NAC
was no longer resolved, because its binding
position at the tunnel exit was occupied by the
SRP54 M domain (Figs. 1G and 3, A to D).
In addition, we observed density for the flex-

ibly tethered C-terminal UBA domain of NACa

bound to theNdomain of SRP54 (Fig. 3, B andC,
and figs. S12 and S13). The interactions occupied
two patches of contact points and involved a
number of salt bridges and specific hydrogen
bonds between highly conserved residues (Fig. 3,
C and D, and fig. S14). The UBA-binding site on
SRP54 overlapped with the binding site of the
NG domain of SR (fig. S15), which suggests that
formation of the SRP•SR complex will displace
NAC from SRP at the ER membrane (22–24).
The direct interaction of the UBA domain of
NAC with SRP raises questions as to whether
it plays a role in ER targeting.
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Fig. 3. Structure of the ribosome•SRP•NAC complex. (A) Cryo-EM structure
of the RNCss•NAC•SRP complex. Boxed region indicates the closeup shown
in (B). (B) Ribosome tunnel exit regions depicting the SRP54 NG and M
domains, the NACa UBA domain, and the NACb anchor domain are colored slate,
cyan, orange, and green, respectively. Underlying EM density is shown as a
transparent surface. (C) Closeup on the UBA interactions with SRP54 NG
domain shown as cartoon and sticks, fitted into cryo-EM densities shown as
mesh. (D) Schematic representation of the ternary complex. Boxed region shows

sequence alignment of NACa UBA domain in eukaryotes. (E) Summary of the Kd
values for the binding of wild-type and mutant SRPs to RNCSS•NAC, based on
fitting of the data in fig. S17A. N.D., not determined. (F) and (G) Fluorescence
microscope images of hsp-4p::GFP worms (F) and worm flow cytometry analysis
of ssGFP (G) in worms carrying the indicated RNA interference (RNAi)–resistant
genes in the endogenous RNAi background. Box plot center line indicates the
median, box length the upper and lower quartile, and whiskers the minimum/
maximum quartile (N ≥ 2000).
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To address this, we generated the following:
(i) a NAC mutant in which the UBA is deleted
(dUBA), (ii) aNACmutant (D205R/N208R-NACa,
namedUBAmt), and (iii) an SRPmutant (K50E/
R53E-SRP54, named SRP54mt on the basis
of human sequence numbering). UBAmt and
SRP54mt contain charge reversal mutations at
contact points between the UBA and the NG do-
main of SRP54.Wemeasured the effects of these
mutations on the binding affinity of SRP for
NAC-engaged RNCSS displaying the ER signal
sequence. Although none of the above-described
mutations changed the affinity of NAC or SRP
for SR or RNCs (figs. S16 and S17), they all de-
creased the affinity of SRP for the RNCSS•NAC
complex by >5-fold (Fig. 3E and fig. S17A). The
same effect was observed in reciprocal experi-
ments when NAC was titrated to a preformed
RNCSS•SRP complex (fig. S17, B andC). Thus, the
contact between NAC UBA and SRP54 NG do-
mains stabilizes the cobinding of SRP and NAC
on signal sequence–displaying ribosomes.
To test whether the UBA domain mediates

the initial recruitment of SRP to the ribosome,
we used total internal reflection fluorescence
microscopy to study single-molecule events in
which SRP binds to surface-immobilized RNCSS
prebound with NAC (Fig. 4A). If SRP is cap-
tured by NAC through the UBA domain before
stable engagement with the ribosome, then
the arrival of SRP on NAC-bound RNCSS would
be synchronous with the onset of FRET be-
tween a dye pair engineered on the SRP54 NG
and NACa UBA domains. The results were con-
sistent with this model: The initiation of colo-
calized fluorescence signals from NAC and SRP
was synchronous with the onset of FRET in
every single-molecule fluorescence time trace
(Fig. 4, B andC), even in recruitment events that
did not lead to a long-lived SRP association
with the RNC (for an example, see Fig. 4B). Sta-
tistical analysis, in which the FRET time traces
were aligned to the start of the SRP fluores-
cence signal (n = 45), showed that peak FRET
efficiency was coincident with SRP arrival (Fig.
4D). Once a stable RNC•NAC•SRP ternary com-
plex was formed, NACa UBA dynamically asso-
ciatedwithanddissociated fromSRP54, as shown
by the frequent transitions between low- and
high-FRET states (Fig. 4E). Thus, the contact
between UBA and NG initiates before the pro-
ductive docking of SRP at the exit of the ribo-
somal tunnel and signal sequence handover.
C. elegansmutants with impaired NACUBA-

SRP54 NG interactions showed elevated levels
of the ER stress reporter hsp-4p::GFP, partic-
ularly in highly secretory intestinal cells (Fig.
3F and fig. S18, A and B). Furthermore, the
levels of a secreted GFP reporter containing a
signal sequence (ssGFP) (25) were significantly
lower in NAC UBA and SRP54 NG mutant
worms (Fig. 3G and fig. S18, C and D). The
mutant worms also showed a cytosolic stress
response, suggesting a possible accumulation

of misfolded ER proteins in the cytosol caused
by failed targeting (fig. S18E). As mentioned
above, the defects observedwith SRP54mtwere
not caused by the impaired interactionwith the
SR NG domain (figs. S15 and S16). Thus, the
contacts between SRP and the UBA domain of
NAC are critical for the successful SRP target-
ing of proteins to the ER.

Mechanism of the NAC-SRP interplay on the
ribosome to initiate ER targeting

We propose a molecular mechanism for the
interplay of NAC and SRP at the ribosome that

controls and initiates cotranslational protein
targeting to ER: NAC acts as “gatekeeper” to
shield emerging nascent chains from non-
physiological interactions with SRP (Fig. 5).
Because of its abundance and high affinity
for the ribosome, NAC is bound to most ribo-
somes at early stages of translation through a
high-affinity anchor and a weakly bound glo-
bular domain that blocks SRP access to nascent
polypeptides. The flexibly tetheredUBA domain
recruits SRP and increases its local concentra-
tion at the tunnel exit region to initiate sam-
pling of nascent chains. The emergence of an
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Fig. 4. Interaction between SRP54 and NACa UBA domain mediates initial SRP recruitment to the
ribosome. (A) Scheme of the single-molecule experiment. RNC is immobilized on the glass coverslip surface
through 3′ biotinylated mRNA (not shown). NAC was labeled with Cy3b (green star) in the UBA domain,
and SRP is labeled with Atto647N (red star) in the SRP54 NG domain. (B) and (C) Representative single-
molecule fluorescence time traces. Dem – Dex, donor emission during donor excitation; Aem – Dex, acceptor
emission during donor excitation; Aem – Aex, acceptor emission during acceptor excitation; and E,
apparent FRET efficiency calculated from the Aem – Dex and Dem – Dex traces. The region after donor
photobleaching is masked. (D) Time traces of FRET efficiency (n = 45) aligned to the start of the SRP
(acceptor) signal. The median FRET value of all traces at each time frame is plotted as a solid blue line.
The blue shaded area encloses the FRET range that includes the first to third quartile of data at each frame.
(E) Representative time trace after a stable NAC•SRP•RNC ternary complex is formed.
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ER signal sequence weakens the interactions of
NAC’s globular domain with the ribosome. This
allows SRP to bind the signal sequence at the
exit of the ribosomal tunnel, displacing the glo-
bular domain of NAC. NAC remains associated
with both the ribosome and SRP through the
respective NACb anchor andUBAcontacts until
it reaches the ER membrane, where SR dis-
places the UBA domain from SRP.
This study resolves the molecular function

of NAC as a sorting factor for nascent chains
and the nature of its spatiotemporal coordi-
nation with SRP on the ribosome. Our results
explain how NAC, which binds to virtually all
ribosomes, prevents sub-stoichiometric SRP
from forming tight but unproductive com-
plexes with signal-less ribosomes while at the
same time keeping SRP tethered to allow it
to scan for the presence of the ER signal se-
quence. Because degenerate and highly diverse
targeting sequences cannot be recognized with
sufficient specificity in a single step and/or by
individual targeting factors, stepwise recogni-

tion by NAC followed by SRP, coupled with
quality control pathways (26–29), increases
the overall fidelity of protein targeting. The
exit region of the ribosomal tunnel is a crowded
environmentwheremultiple binding factors com-
pete for the nascent chain. Therefore, it is possible
thatNAC’s role as a sorting factor extends beyond
the recruitment of SRP to orchestrate a multi-
tude of nascent chain–processing events.
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Fig. 5. Model for cotranslational signal sequence handover from NAC to SRP during ER-protein targeting.
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Mechanism of signal sequence handover from NAC to SRP on ribosomes during
ER-protein targeting
Ahmad JomaaMartin GamerdingerHao-Hsuan HsiehAnnalena WallischViswanathan ChandrasekaranZeynel UlusoyAlain
ScaiolaRamanujan S. HegdeShu-ou ShanNenad BanElke Deuerling
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NAC acts as a gatekeeper on the ribosome
In eukaryotes, signal recognition particle (SRP) targets membrane and secretory proteins to the endoplasmic reticulum
(ER) while they are being synthesized on the ribosome. To prevent erroneous targeting of proteins to the ER, access
of SRP is regulated by the nascent polypeptide–associated complex (NAC). Jomaa 

et al

. investigated how NAC can
prevent SRP from binding ribosomes that are synthesizing cytosolic and mitochondrial proteins while at the same
time recruiting SRP to ribosomes translating an ER protein client. Their findings reveal the role of NAC as a key
sorting factor for nascent chains that helps to ensure the specificity of membrane and secretory protein localization in
eukaryotes. —SMH
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